
 

THEME DU  SVE : ENFANTS HANDICAPES 
 

LIEU : Varsovie, Pologne 

DATE : Septembre 2016 (10 mois) 

CANDIDATURE A ENVOYER AVANT LE : 15 janvier 2016 

ORGANISME: Special Kindergarten No 245 for Visually Impaired Children  
THEME : Crèche pour enfants aveugles et malvoyants 

 

The special kindergarten no. 245 takes care of visually impaired children from 3 to 6 years of 

age. At present there are 54 children with various visual defects in the kindergarten. They 

are divided into 4 age groups: 3-year-olds, 4-year-olds, 5-year-olds and 6-year-olds. Imagine 

a regular kindergarten full of children with glasses :)  

 

Volunteers work in group and directly with individual children that might need more 

assistance. They teach the children to use the equipment available on the premises, assist 

during the teacher-managed group classes, additional activities, help with typical self-care 

activities, such as personal hygiene, help at eating and dressing. There is little time for 

playing, which is the time volunteers are welcome to propose their own activities and can 

count on teachers to support them.  

 

Considering the described activities in which the volunteers would be executing or 

participating in we believe that they would have the possibility to develop their pedagogical 

skills in the area of working with children with special needs, as well as participating in 

various workshops and trainings organised by and/or in the kindergarten. We are also aware 

of the fact that working with visually impaired is very demanding and that volunteers would 

need specific guidelines and training to prepare them and help them with their work. Verbal 

communication between the volunteers and the children is very important, especially that 

our children due to their visual impairment cannot rely on non-verbal communication so 

much. It is for this reason as well that we would put special attention on the knowledge of 

Polish language of the volunteers. Polish language course would be provided with the 

mentioned goal as well as the aim to make the interaction and communication between the 

volunteers and the kindergarten staff easier.  

 

If you are interested: 

 
Fill the application form (internet link on email). Candidates can add other 

documents/personal presentations/ videos/photos/motivation letters to the application 

form, if they want but please know that applications without our form will not be taken 

into consideration. 

Send applications to: info.evs@schuman.pl. In title please write: APPLICATION 2016 

 

http://erasmus.schuman.pl/en/erasmus-schuman-vacancies/3787-prolonging-the-call-

schuman-volunteers  


